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plaN ext – Next Generation Planning
Along the concentrated efforts of the Association of European Schools of Planning
(AESOP) to Open Access scholarly planning debates, the young academics network of
AESOP continues to publish its international peer-reviewed open access e-journal,
plaNext. plaNext provides prospective authors an opportunity to engage their ideas in
international planning debates as well as make their research available to the wider
planning audience. plaNext invites authors to submit original work that includes: empirical
research; theoretical discussions; innovative methodologies; case studies; and, book
reviews on selected books, textbooks, or specific topics dealing within planning.
For more information about plaNext and to access all publications, please visit the
journal’s homepage at http://journals.aesop-planning.eu/. You are also welcome to reach
us at planext@aesop-youngacademics.net
plaNext Editorial Board
AESOP Young Academics Network, All Right Reserved

Peer Review Statement
plaNext is an international, peer-reviewed journal publishing high-quality and original research.
All submitted manuscripts are subject to initial appraisal by the Editor, before being reviewed by two or
three semi-open expert referees. All manuscripts are open access published. This means that
published manuscripts are freely and permanently available to the general public. There is no
subscription fee, article pay-to-view fee or any other form of access fee; and no publication embargo is
applied.
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Chandrima Mukhopadhyay, CEPT University, India
Ender Peker, The British Institute at Ankara, Turkey
Karel Van den Berghe, University of Ghent, Belgium
Lauren Ugur, International School of Management, Germany
Mafalda Madureira, University of Twente, the Netherlands
Nadia Caruso, Politecnico di Torino, Italy
Simone Tulumello, University of Lisbon, Portugal

Editors of Volume 5, Special Edition
 Dana Shevah (Guest Editor), Technion – Israel Institute of Technology, Israel
 Yvonne Rydin (Senior Guest Editor), University College London, UK
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VOLUME FIVE, SPECIAL EDITION
Spatial Governance: Bridging Theory and Practice
Each year, plaNext aims to publish two volumes; one of which presents a collection of
original works following an open call, and the other presents a selection of articles from the
AESOP-YA conference of the previous year. Representing the latter, the 5th Volume of
plaNext stems from the 10th AESOP-YA Annual Conference, “Spatial Governance: Bridging
Theory and Practice”, held in Ghent (Belgium), March 2016. Invited authors’ contributions
went through a rigorous peer-review process in which, Prof. Yvonne Rydin – keynote
speaker of the annual conference – from University College London and Dr. Dana Shevah member of YAN Coordination Team in 2016 – acted as guest editors.
This special edition presents a selection of articles elaborating different planning practice and
spatial governance dynamics through a variety of case studies from Central and Western
European, Central and Northern African and the Balkan countries. It bunches together critical
views of young academics regarding the ways which current spatial governance practices
continue to take place in different scales and to extend which they respond to contextual
variations in different parts of the world.
Ender Peker

Content
Dana Shevah
Editorial: Negotiating Urban Space: Initiatives and Innovations in Spatial Governance

Anaïs De Keijser
Rethinking the Governance of Household Water Supply in Bujumbura: Analysing Informality through a Just City Lens

Branislav Antonić
Role of Housing Agencies in the Future Development of Serbia

Elina Kränzle (to be included)
Re-appropriating the City of Crisis: Activism and Participation in the Governance of Public Space in Madrid and Berlin

Mohamed El-Azzazy and Ahmed Zaazaa
Urban Trojan: Urban social innovations in Egypt between the hands of researchers, the community and public authorities

Ingrid Sabatier and Stephan Schwarz (to be included)
Self-organised urban space without profit: Four Case Studies in Berlin

All rights belong to the authors; the articles are protected under Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0
International (CC BY-NC 4.0) (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/).
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Notes on Contributors
Yvonne Rydin is a Professor of Planning, Environment and Public Policy at University College
London’s Bartlett School of Planning. She specialises in urban planning, governance and sustainability
and is particularly concerned that planning research should be theoretically informed. She has worked
with concepts of governance, social capital and (more recently) governmentality and actor-networks
(ANT). Her latest three single-authored books are Governing for Sustainable Urban Development, The
Purpose of Planning: creating sustainable towns and cities and The Future of Planning: beyond
growth-dependence. A collection on ANT and planning studies (co-edited with Laura Tate) was
published by Routledge in 2016. Currently and for the last few years, her substantive area of research
has been energy, both urban energy initiatives and major offshore wind projects.
Dana Shevah is a civil engineer (B.Sc) and Urban Planner (M.Sc, PhD), graduated the academic
programs at the Technion, Israel Institute of Technology. Her PhD research focused on the different
strata of urban diversity, namely: ethno-national, religious inclination and socio-economic inequalities
in Karmiel, a newly-mixed town in the Galilee region in Israel. She was a member of AESOP's Young
Academic Coordination team. After graduating her doctorate, she was appointed as the head of the
committee for planning and construction at the Gilboa Regional Council, northern district, and a
lecturer in the department of political science at Emeq-Yezreel Academic Valley Collage.
Anaïs De Keijser, currently the Chair of the Young Academics Network of AESOP, is finalising her
PhD at the Technical University of Darmstadt in the Graduate School of Urban Studies (UrbanGRAD).
Her main research interests are issues of social justice, infrastructure development, post-colonial
studies and bottom-up forms of resilience at the interface between planning and development studies.
In the past years her geographical focus has been on cities of Eastern Africa, specifically Dar es
Salaam and Bujumbura. Since 2014 she has been the Programme Manager of an Erasmus Mundus
funded master programme in 'International Cooperation in Urban Development'.
Branislav Antonić is a teaching assistant and young researcher at the Faculty of Architecture,
University of Belgrade, Serbia. His professional, scientific and academic interests are related to the
urban dimension of housing and the urban planning of small and shrinking cities and communities. He
combines practice in urban and spatial planning and urban design with active participation is scientific
meetings and projects.
Elina Kränzle holds a degree in Urban and Spatial Planning from Bauhaus Universität Weimar and has
completed a Master in Urban Studies with study periods in Brussels, Vienna, Copenhagen and
Madrid. Her research focuses on processes of urban development in a context of social and political
change. As a PhD candidate at TU Wien she investigates essentialist notions of public space and
urban culture with a particular focus on nationalist ‘appropriations’ that challenge the cosmopolitan
ideal.
Mohamed El-Azzazy is an assistant lecturer at the Arab Academy of Science and Technology, Cairo,
Egypt in the department of Architectural Engineering and Environmental Design. He is currently
conducting his PhD at the Bauhaus Universität Weimar in the Institute for European Urban Studies.
His PhD research focuses on the transfer of the Garden City and Garden Suburb movements form
U.K. to Egypt in the 20th century. His research interests are: satellite town planning, urban mobility,
and regional transport planning.
Ahmed Zaazaa is a researcher and urban designer who is mostly interested in informal practices in
the city. He co-founded two initiatives; 10 Tooba and Madd platform, that both are involved in several
upgrading projects for deprived communities in Cairo, and has several publications. Zaazaa also
taught architecture and urban design in three universities in Cairo; The Arab Academy for Science and
Technology, The American University in Cairo and Modern Sciences and Arts University.
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